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1GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Formany years homosexuality has been acontroversial topic. Many people have
considered gay men and lesbians as individuals and their sexual orientation and behaviors as an
enigma. Consequently, many ofthem experience discrimination (Blumenfeld &Raymond,
1988; Harris &Turner, 1985; Seltzer, 1992).
There have been many theories that try to explain the origins ofhomosexuality.
Ancient theories suggest thatpeople who engage in same gender sexual behavior are
possessed by the devil. Other theories suggest that homosexuality is caused by humans'
deviant behavior and practices. Most recent theories have linked homosexuality with
biological, orenvironmental, behavioral causes, or a combination ofthe three, and there are
even theories that treathomosexuality as amental illness (Blumenfeld &Raymond, 1988;
Churchill, 1967).
Arguments about gay men's and lesbians' sexual orientations and the place they belong
inmainstream society have been contentious and endless. During public policy debates, not
only the nature ofgay men's and lesbians' sexual orientations were considered, but also moral
and religious values were brought into consideration (Gonsiorek&Weinrich, 1991).
During the 1970's, the Gay Rights Movement led tothe creation ofsome policies that
were developed to decrease discrimination towards gay men, lesbians, and bisexuals. Despite
these policies, discrimination toward these groups ofpeople prevailed. Several reasons are
suggested inthe body ofliterature for the continued discrimination. For example, Sullivan
(1988) suggested that the anti-discrimination policies were not strongly implemented or
enforced.
People's consideration ofman-man orwoman-woman loving relationships as abnormal
anddeviant is anotherreasonfor negativity against gaymen, lesbians and the bisexual
population (Blumendfeld &Raymond, 1988; Levitt &Klassen, 1974; Loraine, 1974). Finally,
society's panic about theAcquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) and thefast
dissemination of thisdisease among the homosexual communities, in particular gaymenand
bisexuals, perpetuated people's prejudice ornegative attitudes towards these groups of people
(Gonsiorek & Shemoflf, 1991; Gonsiorek &Weinrich, 1991; Singer, Rogers &Corcoron,
1987). These negative attitudes are known as homophobia. Forthepurpose ofthis thesis,
homophobia will bedefined asprejudice ornegative attitudes that heterosexual individuals
hold against gay men and lesbians.
What arethe roots of homophobia? What are some of the sociodemographic
characteristics shared bythose whoarehomophobic? Dr. GregoryM.Herek (1987,1989),
hasbeen investigating the sociological roots ofprejudice towards gaymales and lesbians.
Using a fiinctional approach, which is an attempt to understand attitudes according to the
psychological needs they meet, theauthor found three different kinds offianctions that
determine people's positive an^or negative attitudes toward homosexuals. First, the
Experimental-Schematic fimction assists those who had experience with gay men or lesbians
on a direct basis to make senseofthese experiences and forecast their fixture behavior in their
attitudes towardgaymen andlesbians. In other words, those who hadgood experiences with
homosexuals held favorable attitudes towards them and vice versa. Second, the Self-
Expressive fimction allows people anopportunity to express one's ownsense of selfin two
different ways: (1) by expressing primary values to heror his self-concept (e.g., a
Fundamentalist forbidding homosexuality in orderto assure her or his religious identity); and
(2) by favoring fnends' andfamilies' ideas or judgrnents aboutgaymenand lesbians in order to
be accepted. Finally, theDefensive fimction, establishes that some people's attitudes toward
gaymenand lesbians are basedon concerns about anunacceptable part of the self; these are
concerns about one's own sexuality. In otherwords, someone who had problemswith his or
her.ownsexual identitywould respondin a negative manner to gay men and lesbians because
they represented a part ofhimselfor herself that is not acceptable.
Mostof the studies onhomosexuality have shown that people who hold negative
attitudes against gay men and lesbians share the same personal, social and educational
backgrounds. These people often share some particular political orreligious preferences (e.g.,
Harris& Turner, 1985; Levitt&Klassen, Jr., 1974; Seltzer, 1992).
Seltzer (1992) used data from a 1985 national sample ofover 2,300 adults to create an
index ofattitudes toward homosexuality. Results showed thatrespondents who were more
likely tobe homophobic shared similar characteristics (i.e., politically conservative, religious,
older, less educated, male, married orwidowed, orfrom the South). Seltzer (1992) also
found that middle-aged respondents who were ofthe same race and educational level were
more liberal than younger or older respondents.
Levitt and Klassen (1974) found that those participants who were more negative in
their attitudes toward gay men and lesbians were Caucasian, from rural areas, from the
Midwest or South, and were fiindamentalist Protestant. In the same study, variables like
gender, age, education, civil status, occupation, and whether participants found themselves
sexually satisfied, did not impacthomophobia scores.
One way thatgaymen and lesbians keep themselves safe from the effects of
homophobia is tonot divulge their sexual orientation. Benkov (1994) noted that homophobia,
as opposed to other forms ofdiscrimination, is not directed toward anoticeable outward
quality. West (1967)wrote:
Unlike some otherminorities, for example negroes, who cannot change their skin to
suit the occasion, homosexuals will drop their masks and mix together when theyfeel
theneed, whereas at other times, when at home with relatives, orwhen dealing with
colleagues atwork, they fiinction aspart ofthenormal world (p. 108).
In recent years, American society has been facing theissue of diversity in family
structures. Some examples of this diversity in family structures are: out-of-wedlock
pregnancies; unmarried people becoming parents ontheir own, or in cooperation with others;
divorce, or the death of a parent arid; single-parent and blended stepfamilies (Stein, 1988).
Contributing to this diversity infamily structures isanincreasing number ofgaymale and
lesbian couples whodesire a family life and seek ways to meetthis goal (Benkov, 1994;
Berardo, 1990;Bozett, 1984, 1987;Patterson, 1995).
However,most of the research either addresses the issue of gay fathers and lesbian
mothers and their children, or it measures howpeoplefeel about gaymen's and lesbians'
sexual orientation (homosexuality). There is a lack ofresearch about howpeople feel about
gaymen and lesbians asparents. The present study isaninvestigation ofcollege students'
attitudes toward gay fathers and lesbian mothers. To my knowledge, there has been only one
study examining college students' attitudes toward gay men and lesbians asparents (Crawford
& SolUday, 1996).
The specific objectives ofthe studyare as follows:
1. To investigate college students' attitudes towardgaymen andlesbians as people.
2. To investigate college students' attitudes toward gayfathers and lesbian mothers.
3. To examine the relationships ofbackground variables (i.e., race/ethnicity, reli^ous
affiliation and commitment, age, area ofresidence, gender, year in school) to attitudes of
college students toward lesbians and gays as parents and as people.
Thesis Organization
This thesis includes two chapters suitable forpublication. The first section (ChapterI)
is a review ofliterature concerning attitudes toward gay men and lesbian women as persons,
and ofliterature about them as parents and about their children. The second section (Chapter
n) is a manuscript describingan empirical study ofcollege students' attitudes toward gay
fathers and lesbianmothers. A general mtroductionis located before the beginning ofChapter
I and a general conclusion follows Chapter 11.
The second section contains methodology, dataanalysis, findings, anddiscussion of
the findings. This thesis also contains appendices that include supplemental^ tables (Appendix
A), the instrument used (Appendbc B), correspondence (Appendix C), a coding map for the
data (Appendix D), and acknowledgments (Appendix E).
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CHAPTER I: ATTITUDES TOWARD GAYMEN ANDLESBIANWOMEN AS
PERSONS AND PARENTS:
A LITERATURE REVIEW
A paper to be submitted to Journal ofSocial Issues
Milagros T. Masini
Abstract
Inthis paper, some theories that account for the origin ofhomophobia arediscussed.
This paper also reviews previous research studies regarding gay men and lesbians as parents
and their children's feelings and development. In addition, this paper reviews studies, using
the general population and college students as samples, to explore the nature ofattitudes
toward gay men and lesbians as persons and asparents. Some ofthebasic characteristics of
people who hold negative orpositive attitudes toward gay men and lesbians are identified. In
general, studies have shown that negative attitudes toward gay men and lesbians still prevail in
our society. There are some personal, educational, religious, and social backgrounds common
to those who held negative attitudes toward gay men and lesbians. Research studies suggest
that there are no harmful effects on the development ofchildren raised by gay fathers and/or
lesbian mothers. Implications for gay fathers and lesbian mothers and their children as well as
for the legal and education field are discussed.
Introduction
For many years, societies held different beliefs and points ofview about people who
engaged in same gender sexual behavior. Before the nineteenth century, when people
engaged in different types ofsexual behaviors with different partners at different times, they
were not labeled as homosexual or heterosexual. It was during the nineteenth century that
American society developed negative attitudes towards homosexual behaviors (Dadisman,
1991).
Gaymale sexualorientation and lesbian sexual orientation has been a controversial
issue for many years. Yet more controversial is the idea ofgay male and lesbian couples
bringing children into their householdwith the purpose ofbecommg a family.
There are manyresearchstudiesthat dealwithhomosexuahty and its causes (e.g.,
Blumenfeld &Raymond, 1988; Gonsiorek& Weinrich, 1991;Herek, 1989). In addition,
several studies address the issue ofhow the heterosexualpopulation feels about gay men and
lesbians (e.g., Herek, 1989;Herek& Glunt, 1993; Lottes &Kurilofl^ 1994;MacDonald&
Games, 1974). Currently, some research has focused on gaymen and lesbians as parents and
their children (e.g., Bigner & Jacobsen, 1989a, 1989b, 1992;Bozett, 1984, 1987; Green,
1978; Kitchens & Price, 1978; Patterson, 1992). This paper will review theoretical and
empirical studies on gay maleand lesbian parentsand their children and people's attitudes
toward homosexuals.
Theoretical Viewpoint
Alternative theories have been proposed that attempt to explain the origin of
homophobia. Although empirical data as well as theoretical framework on research measuring
attitudes toward gay men and lesbians are lacking (Herek, 1984), theories do give an ideawhy
manypeoplehold negativeattitudesand feelings toward this group ofpeople. Peoplewith
these negative feelings are called homophobics.
One ofthe theory links the originofhomophobiawith religion. Because
homosexuality is condemned and considered sinful byseveral majorreligious denominations,
heterosexual individuals with strong religious values and beliefs would feel that they betray
their moral standards ifthey accepted homosexuality. Traditionally, religious prejudice
against homosexuality has been considered contrary to the willof God and, therefore, sinful.
Currently, many churches hold very negativeattitudes toward homosexuality, considering it
among the major sins (Dadisman, 1991). In 1980,Marmor found that in the doctrines of
some fundamentalist religious organizations, samegender sexual behavior is considered an
immoral, evil act, and those who engage in that type ofbehavior are considered sinners.
Herek (1989) found that people who attended church on a regular basis and held stronger
religious beliefs were more hostile to gay men and lesbians.
Davies (1982) proposed that society's unacceptance ofhomosexuality is "the result of
attempt to establish and defend strong ethnic, religious, or institutional boundaries. These
social institutions tend to impose harsh penalties on forms ofsexual behavior that breach
social or symbolic boundaries" (p. 1032).
Another theory links homophobia with society's continuation oftraditional sex roles.,
Weinberger and Millham (1979) posits that people's negative attitudes toward gay men and
lesbians are related to the maintenance of traditional male/femalegender distinctions.
Gay Men and Lesbians As Parents and Their Children
Many children are growing up in diverse family structures. For example, it has been
reported that about 16 percent ofAmerican homes are single-parent households, 23 percent
are child-free or the familymembers are past the age ofchildrearing, 16 percent are dual-
career families, and 4 percent are cohabitating. One important social phenomenon has been
the increasing number oflesbians and gay men raising children (Blumenfeld & Ra3miond,
19S8).
Lesbian and gay parents are addmg a new dimension to the concept of family. A
family need not be seen as narrowly as the traditionally defined family; a family can be seen as
a support network. People in the family need not be biologically related, sexually interacting,
or even living in the same place (Blumenfeld &Raymond, 1988).
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There are differentways inwhichgay men and lesbians have children. A number of
gaymenand lesbians already have children from previous or existing heterosexual
relationships. Others look for alternative ways to have a child, such as artificial insemination,
surrogacy, foster parenting oradoption (Green &Bozett, 1991). Butno matter the type of
arrangements, homosexual couples still encounter legal problems. Lesbians and gaymen
sometunes go through custody battles over their biological children with their ex-spouses.
Most placement agencies are reluctant to place children for adoption or foster parenting with
known gaymale and lesbian couples. Many places that provide alternative insemination
services request that eligible candidates present evidence of a long-term heterosexual
relationship (Benkov, 1994).
Many researchers (Bozett, 1987; Green &Bozett, 1991; Miller, 1979; Patterson,
1995) note that it isdifficult to obtain accurate statistics on the number ofgay fathers and
lesbian mothers and theirchildren because most of thegay fathers and lesbian mothers are an
unidentified group. Regardless, some research studies have attempted to estimate this
number, based on statistics of how many gaymen and lesbian women are in theUnited States
and how many ofthem are orhave been married and ifthey had children from these
heterosexual unions. It was estimated that the number ofthe gay fathers inUnited States is
approximately more than two million (Green &Bozzet, 1991) and thatbetween 3 to 4million
women are lesbian mothers (Gottman, 1990). Estimates ofthe numbers ofchildren raised by
gay man and lesbian parents range from 6million to 14 million (Editors oftheHarvard Law
Review, 1990; Peterson, 1984; Schulenberg, 1985).
Research studiesthat havefocused onwhat is the "child's best interest" have identified
several misconceptions surrounding children raised with homosexual couples: (1) children will
become homosexual; (2) children will experience psychological damage as a result of
stigmatization; and (3) lesbian and gay parents are likely to molest then* children sexually
(Gottman, 1990; Green, 1982; Htchens &Price, 1978; Patterson, 1992).
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Many researchers, who studied families headed by lesbian and gay couples, have
demonstrated that children raised by homosexual parents will not grow up to be lesbian or gay
themselves (Cramer, 1986; Golombok&Tasker, 1996; Green, 1978; Kirkpatrick, Smith&
Roy, 1981; ivfiUer, 1979). In aresearch studyKirkpatrick, Smith and Roy (1981), compared
the responses of20 children oflesbian mothers with 20 children ofheterosexual mothers and
found no diflference in the child's gender development between the groups ofchildren.
In another study, Golombok and Tasker (1996) found that children raised by gay
fathers and lesbian mothers did not grow up to be homosexuals in greater numbers than did
children raised by heterosexual parents. This finding was based on alongitudinal study that
started m1976 and ended in 1993. Subjects were lesbian and nonlesbian mothers with their
respective children. All ofthe children oflesbians were raised by their lesbian mothers and
their partners. At the end ofthe study most ofthe grown-up children were engaged in
heterosexual relationships.
Using asample of35 adult-aged daughters oflesbian mothers and 35 adult-aged
daughters ofnonlesbian mothers, Schwartz (1990) conducted astudy comparing them on
gender identity, gender role, sexual orientation, and varying aspects ofpsychological health
and adjustment. Findings showed that there were not significant differences between adult
daughters oflesbian mothers and adult daughters ofheterosexual mothers on any ofthe
measures.
Green (1978) studied the sexual identity of37 children, aged 3to 20 years old,
growing up with lesbian and transsexual parents. Children knew about their parents'
homosexuality. Sexual identity was measured by observing children's choices oftoys and
activities, selected groups offriends, apparel, characters performed during pretend play, future
professions, and the Draw-a-Person Test (sex ofthe first person drawn was considered
reflective ofsexual identity). Additional questions about loving relationships, sensual dreams
and conduct were asked ofthe 13 adolescents in the sample. Findings showed that
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participants had no gender identity problemsand they showed typical gender-role preferences.
Adolescents reported being heterosexual in their sensualdreams and behaviors (Green, 1978).
Moreover, children raised by gay and lesbianparents do not experience any difiBculties
in then- sex-identity development. In a review of literature on this topic, Cramer(1986) noted
that at that time, evidence suggests that the emotional and sexual-identity development of a
child raised by same-sex parents is as healthyand normal as it is for those children raised in
heterosexuals' households.
Gaymen and their children participated in a longitudinal study conducted byMiller
(1979). The purposewas to investigate the essence and caliber of parenting as perceived by
parents and children. A group of 40 gayfathers whowereCaucasian andprofessional
participated inthe study; however, only 14oftheir children participated. Oneof thefindings
demonstrated that gaymales do notraise homosexual children in greater numbers than
heterosexual fethers.
Hoeffer (1981) studied 20 single lesbian mothers and20 single nonlesbian mothers and
their childrenwith the purpose ofinvestigating the degree ofmothers' influence in the
development ofthe child's sex-role behavior. Children ofboth lesbian and nonlesbian mothers
presented healthy sex-role behavior development. They used toys appropriate to their gender.
Bothgroups of mothers reinforced theuseofmore neutral toysandbelieved that children's
friends had a lot to do with toy choices.
Thesecond misconception thatcontributes to heterosexuals' negative attitudes tow^d
gay fathers and lesbian mothers is thestigmatization of children. Most people believe that
children r^sed in this type ofhousehold will suffer fi-om low self-esteem. Huggins (1989)
conducted a comparative surveythat measured the self-esteem ofchildren raised in divorced
lesbian mothers' households versus children growing up indivorced heterosexual mothers'
households. Thirty-six adolescent children filled out a questionnaire. Inaddition, the mothers
and their children were interviewed by theauthor. No important statistical differences were
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found in the self-esteem scores ofthe two groups of children. Themother sexualpreference,
by itself, did not have a negative impact on children's self-esteem.
Kitchens and Price (1978) noted that the issue of homophobiawill be always part of
the livesofchildren with lesbian or gay parents. Bozett (1987) also pointed out that these
children may face negative comments from theirpeers andon occasion feel embarrassed by
having two mothers or two fathers. Both authors suggested that it is the responsibility of the
gay fathers and lesbian mothers to address efforts toward helping these children dealwith
prejudice as the situations ariseinstead of sheltering them from prejudice.
Thethird misconception is a strong beliefthatgay men and lesbians aremore likely to
molest a childthan their heterosexual counterparts. In Miller's (1979) study, results indicated
that gay fathers didnot sexually abusetheirchildren nor use themas sexual objects. These
parents protected their children from homophobic hazards.
Studiesfrom several researchers (Signer& Jacobsen, 1989a, 1989b, 1992;Blumenfeld
& Raymond, 1988;Harris & Turner, 1985; Kirkpatrick, Smith, & Roy, 1981;IvCller, 1979;
Pies, 1990) have shown that there is no difierence intheway that homosexual parents raise
their children when compared with heterosexual parents. InPies' study (1990), he reported
that lesbians struggle with many ofthesame concerns astheir heterosexual counterparts when
it comes to choosing parenthood: time, work, emotional support from partner, responses from
family and friends, and raising a healthy child are issues that parents have to handle. Pies
wrote that for lesbians these issues are compounded bysociety's assiunptions andbiases about
lesbians and especially lesbians choosing to parent.
In thesame fashion, Bigner and Jacobsen (1989a) compared the responses of33 gay
fathers with those of33 heterosexual fathers inorder tomeasure the reasons for their wanting
to become parents. Results indicated thatneither gayfathers norheterosexual onesdesired to
have children only to strengthen their loving relationships with their partners.
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In another study, Bigner andJacobsen (1989b) compared the responses of 33 nongay
fathers with those of 33 gay fathers. Both groups ofparents were mostly whites in
professional positions with at least two children. The purpose was to investigate whether the
first group offathers used parenting strategies that differed from the ones used by the second
group ofparents. Using a parent inventory, the researchers showed thatgayfathers were not
different from nongay fathers either inthedegree ofinvolvement or in intimacy level with
children. Gay fathers seemed to bebetter disciplinarians and more responsive to their
children's needs. In addition, gay fathers consistently provided more reasons for appropriate
behavior to children than did nongay fathers.
Blumenfeld and Raymond (1988) compared lesbian and heterosexual mothers intheir
study ofparenting styles. Results showed that lesbian mothers were more nurturing and more
child-centered than heterosexual mothers.
InMiller's 1979 longitudinal study ofa group of40gayfathers and their children, it
wasfound that these parents were less authoritarian and dedicated more time to their
offspring than did nongay fathers. In addition, they provided a home atmosphere where there
was no sex-role definition, and one that was free ofanytype of prejudice against other
groups.
Bigner and Jacobsen (1992) investigated parents' feelings and the attitudes of 24gay
and29 nongay fathers toward the fathering role. Bothgroupsof parentshad at least two
children. The authorsadministered a questioimaire that measured adult responses to children's
behavior in certain situations. The authors found that both gay and nongay fathers have the
same developmental orientation toward their role as fathers, and therewereno distinguishable
parenting styles betweengroupsof fathers. Therefore, the authors concluded that fathers'
homosexuality does not affect parentmg styles and attitudestoward fathering.
This finding was supportedbyMiller's 1979 study; that study demonstratedthat
fathers' homosexuality did not negatively affect the relationships of the 40 gay father
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participants with their children. In another study by Harris and Turner (1985), inwhich a
sample ofgay and lesbian parents were compared with a sample ofnongay parents, resuhs
indicatedthat homosexuality is compatible with beinga competentparent, and it is not a
major issue in relationshipswith their children.
Kirkpatrick, Smith and Roy(1981) contrasted the responses of 20 children andtheir
single lesbian mothers against the responses of20 children withtheirsingle nonlesbian
mothers. Participants included boys and girls, aged 5 to 12. Results indicated no differences
among bothgroups ofmothers interms oftheir parenting styles and child rearing techniques.
They also found that lesbian mothers allowed their partners more participation inthe life and
development of the child thanheterosexual mothers. Children's emotional dilemmas were
caused byparents' marital conflicts, marital dissolution, and constant changes of residence and
child care arrangements, but not by their mother's sexual orientation.
Benkovwrote that there aremanyways inwhichchildren oflesbians and gay menwill
struggle withhomophobia. Daily encounters with peers, grandparents whodistance
themselves from the family, parentswho do not allow otherchildren to comeover and play,
andjokes about homosexuals were among some of the negative events that children
experience. These children do not seefamilies like their families portrayed inmovies,
television, or books on the library shelves. In school children work on projects alluding to
mothers' and fathers' celebrations, based on families that have a father and a mother (Benkov,
1994).
Currently, the development of children raisedin homosexual householdsis receiving
more attention. For exampleJulie Schwartz-Gottman (1990) reviewed literature concerning
children ofgay and lesbianparents. Overall, she found that parents' sexual orientation did not
negatively affect either children's physical or sexual development. Issues that emerged during
their upbringing related more to society's rejection ofhomosexuality than to poor parent-child
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relationships. In fact, most social adjustment problems occurredin control groups inwhich
children came from heterosexual households, with a history ofdivorce in the family.
In another study, Harris and Turner (1985) studied the relationships of 10 gay fathers,
13 lesbian mothers, 2 nongay single fathers, and 4 nonlesbian singlemothers with their
offspring. Findings indicated no significant differences among the various groupsof parents
and their relationships with their children. Theyalsofound that the major difference between
heterosexualand homosexual parents is that heterosexual parents provide their children with a
role model of the opposite sex. Furthermore, when comparing gay fathers with lesbian
mothers they found that gay fathers seemed to strengthen the use ofsex-typed toys and have
fewer disagreements with their partner over the child's discipline.
The personal and social development of a child raised by gay fathers or lesbian
mothers also is important to the researchers. In 1992, Patterson reviewedprevious research
in order to explore the personaland social development of gays' and lesbians' children.
Research studies based on sexual identity, personal development, and social relationships
among these children were reviewed. Some ofthese studies explored the possibility ofcertain
differences between children ofgays or lesbiansversus those with heterosexual parents, as
well as sources ofdiversity among children ofgay and lesbian parents. Patterson (1992)
concluded that there is no evidenceto suggest that the psychosocial development among
children with gay or lesbian parents is endangered in any respect when compared to that of
children with heterosexual parents.
Huggins (1989) conducted a comparative study ofadolescent children ofdivorced
lesbian mothers and divorced heterosexual mothers. The sample consisted of36 adolescents,
ages 13 to 19 years. This sample was equally divided into two groups based on their mother's
sexual orientation and also wthin group by sex. These two groups were compared to
determine ifthere were any significant differences in self-esteem. The author found no
meaningful statistical differences in the self-esteem scores between adolescent groups.
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Furthermore, there are studies that have investigated howthe quality of the
homosexuals' relationships will afifect their children's development. One example is the study
conducted byKoepke, Hare, andMoranin 1992. Thepurpose of their studywas to examine
the quality of lesbians' relationships based onthree factors: presence of children, extent of
disclosure concerning the natureof the relationship, and longevity of the relationship. The
sample wascomposed of47 lesbian couples; 40% had children and 60% had no children.
They found that thetotalsample of couples had stable and happy relationships. In spite of
that, the couples that had children showed higher scores onrelationship satisfection and in
their sexual relationship. No differences were found based on longevity of the relationship or
disclosure.
The effects ofdisclosure oftheir homosexuality by parents to their children and then-
family have been thefocus ofsome researchers (Bozett, 1980, 1981; Lewis, 1980). Based on
a longitudinal study, Lewis (1980) interviewed 21 children raised by lesbian mothers. The
sample consisted of 11 females and 10males, aged 9 to 26,with knowledge of theirmothers'
sexual orientation prior to the study. Theauthor found out that children were veryaccepting
oftheir mother's lesbianism and most of them feltmore open-mindedbecause ofthis
knowledge. Bozett (1980), after interviewing 18gayfathers, found that whenthese fathers
disclosed then" homosexualityto their children, then- relationships become stronger.
Several researchers have pointed out the importance of support groups for children
raised by gay fathers and lesbian mothers; theyneedto be able to count on the support oftheir
parents, siblings, other family members, then* community, and other children ofgays and
lesbians. For example, in the same study, Lewis (1980) found that children oflesbianmothers
agreed that it is important to have support groups.
Even though the body ofresearch reviewed demonstrates that gay fethers' and lesbian
mothers' qualityofparentingand their relationship with their children is not much different
from heterosexual parents, the traditional family remains a dominant force as an institution and
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ideology even though it is decreasing in numbers. Many people consider other types offamily
arrangements as indicative ofthe destruction ofthe family, which is seen asboth the cause and
theconsequence of societal decadence (Benkov, 1994). Even the idea ofmen, regardless of
theirsexual orientation, as primary nurturing parental figures is notwell defined in our culture.
Based on the results ofthe 1970's National Institute ofMental Health study, Levitt and
Klassen (1974) reported thatalmost halfoftheAmerican population agreed thathomosexuals
would cause society's deterioration and failure.
Attitudes Toward Gay Men and Lesbian Women
There has been real interestamong researchers fi^om different disciplines in studying
why individuals hold negative attitudes toward gay and lesbian communities. Reviewing most
ofthe empirical research thatmeasured heterosexuals' attitudes toward gay men and lesbians,
Herek (1984) identified psychological, social and demographic characteristics shared bythose
whoholdnegative attitudes toward gay men and lesbians. Those characteristics are that they:
(1) aremore supportive of traditional gender roles; (2)tendnot to report any personal
homosexual experienceor identify themselves as gays or lesbians; (3) usually do not have
personal contact withgaymen and lesbians; (4)tend to be older andless educated individuals;
(5) have been raised in rural areas, or in themidwestem or southwestern ofUnited Statesor
anyother placeswhere prejudice is part of daily life; (6) report that religious affiliation and
then* religious values are veryimportant to them; (7) tend to be authoritarian; (8) are sexually
repressed; and (9) are more likely to perceive theirpeers as manifesting negative attitudes.
Seltzer (1992) used data fi-om a 1985 national sample ofmore than 2,300 adults to
create an index ofattitudes toward homosexuality. Results showed that respondents who
were more likelyto be homophobic shared similar characteristics (i.e., politically conservative,
religious, older, less educated, male, marriedor widowed, or fi-om the South). Seltzer (1992)
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also found that middle-aged respondents who were Black and college educated were more
liberal than younger or older respondents.
A significant number ofresearch studiesused college students as their sample. Lottes
andKurilo£F(1994) studiedthe extent to which university students changed their political and
social attitudes during college. Theywere interestedin knowing about the influence of
reli^ous background, gender, membership in a fi^temity or sorority, and time in college on
social and political attitudes. They found that senior students scoredhigher onme^ures of
liberalism, social conscience, homosexual tolerance, andfeminist attitudes, and lower on male-
dominant attitudes, than first-year students.
Quinley and Glock (1979) affirmed that universities should provide students with
f
knowledge about the historical, social, and economic factors contributing to minority-group
differences in order to reduce prejudice. Also, students need to recognize prejudice and
understand its negative consequences. The authors concluded that colleges help to improve
students' critical thinking skills and their capacity to evaluate different sides of complicated
issues.
Numerous studies havebeen conducted inorderto investigate how students' political,
religious, and general beliefs impact on their attitudes toward gaymen and lesbians (Page &
Yee, 1986;Price, 1982; Van de Ven, 1994; Young&Whertvine, 1982). In order to
determine heterosexual college students' attitudes toward homosexuality. Young and
Whertvine (1982) conducted a survey of 137 female and 53 male heterosexual college
students enrolled in a required fi-eshman level course. In general, the authorsfound that liberal
students expressed less negative attitudes toward homosexuality.
Paul Van deVen (1994) assessed cognitive, affective, and behavioral components of
homophobic reactions ofundergraduates (n=97), high school students (n=40) and young
offenders (n=37). The author found that females were less homophobic than males. In terms
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of cognition and homophobic guilt, undergraduates were less homophobic thanhigh school
students, who in turn were less homophobic than young offenders.
VandeVen(1994) also found that high school students and young offenders scored
higher on homophobic anger and behavior and showed stronger resistance to homosexuals
thandid undergraduates in college. The author concluded that these results reinforced the
needto promotetolerance towardhomosexuality in schools.
In anotherstudy. Price (1982) studied high school students' attitudes toward
homosexuality. Thesample consisted of278 subjects (148 males, 130 females), basically all
white, middle class, and conservative, in a small midwestem town. Three-hundred 11th- and
12th-grade high school students enrolled inhealth classes were given the attitude survey
instrument. First, the students wrote a briefdefinition of homosexuality, and second they
filled out a questionnaire thatmeasured attitudes toward homosexuality. Results fi"om the first
part ofthe study indicated thatmany of the students based theirdefinition ofhomosexuality
on a genital orientation without specifying howofl:en a sexual experience must occurbefore
one is considered homosexual. Results fi*om the questionnaire showed males to be more
homophobic thanfemales. Thesubjects agreed thathomosexuality is unnatural but slightly
disagreed with the statement that homosexuals arevery unhappy people whowish they could
be like everybody else.
Several studies showed that negative attitudes toward gay men and lesbians are linked
to the maintenance oftraditional male/female roles. For example, MacDonald and Games
(1974), using a sample of 197 male and female undergraduate students fi'oma college in the
state ofVirginia, found that for the participants it was very important to keep the traditional
sex-roles for males and females. In another study,WeinbergerandMillham(1979)
investigated how the support for traditional gender-roles were related to negative attitudes
toward gay men and lesbians. Using a sample of 117 males and 150 females undergraduate
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students they found that those students who support traditional gender roles were more
negative in their attitudes toward gay men and lesbians.
Several studies suggested that males are more homophobic than females and more
tolerant toward lesbians than toward gay men. For example, a study conducted by Kite
(1992) revealed evidence that heterosexual males are highlyhomophobic and that individual
differences among this group ofheterosexual malesaffect their reactions toward homosexuals.
The sample consisted of 111 tolerant and intolerant college students self-defined as
»
heterosexuals. She found that, regardless ofthe degree of tolerance and the individual
characteristics of the participants, they were more negative in their attitudes toward gay men
than toward lesbians.
Herek (1988) presented the basis for differences among heterosexuals in their
reactions to gay people, emphasizing gender differences. Students at six different universities
participated in a series ofthree studies. Results revealed that heterosexual males hold more
hostile attitudes toward homosexuals than heterosexual females, especially toward gay men.
In addition, participants' religiosity and their adherence to traditional ideologies offamily and
gender showed a negativeattitude. Past interaction with lesbians and gaymen helpedto
create their positive attitudes toward homosexuals (Herek, 1988).
Morin andGarfinkle (1978) explored themeaning anddynamics of male homophobia
(i.e., the irrationalfear or intolerance of gaymen) and the relation ofthis phenomenon to the
experience ofthe traditional male role. The authors reviewed literature from the socialized
beliefsystemswithinthe culture and fromthe perspective of individual personality
ch^acteristics. Male homophobia was observed to serve the function ofkeeping men vwthin
the boundaries of traditionally defined roles.
Kite andDeaux (1986)measured males' attitudestoward homosexuality. In their
study, each male subject waseither initially informed that his partner wasa homosexual,
informed after the fact, or not informed at all. Halftheseparticipants expected interaction
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with their partner; halfdid not. Results showed that tolerant males who believed they were
interacting with ahomosexual were more positive in their attitudes toward gay men and
lesbians than did intolerant males.
Despite the prevalence ofhomophobia, Smith (1990) presented a study showing that
in1987 the percentage ofpeople believing that homosexuality is "always wrong" was 75%,
while in 1989it decreased to 71%. In addition, he also reported a slight decline among first
year college students' approval oflaws prohibiting homosexual relations fi"om 53% in 1987 to
45% in 1989.
GregoryM. Herek (1991) wrote that American society began to reexamine some
aspects oftheir attitudes toward homosexuality. For example, fi-om a religious point ofview,
most heterosexuals believe that menandwomenwho engage in same-sexsexualbehaviorare
indecent, butfi-om a legal point ofview, they believe that discrimination against gay men and
lesbian women should cease.
Some evidence of this change inheterosexuals' negative attitudes towards gaymen and
lesbians through the time also wasreported byPratte(1993). Theauthorconducted a
comparative study in orderto find out ifthe same sample changed theirattitudes toward
homosexual malesand females over time. The first sample was collectedduring 1986 (Group
I), and the same sample participated in the 1991 (Group 11) study. Atotal of 180 white
students andnonstudents participated inthe surveys. There was a change in attitudes, fi-om
negative to more positive, toward gay men and lesbians throughout thefive-year period,
especially for the group ofstudents age25 and nonstudents age 40 and over.
Pratte (1993) speculated that this change insocietal attitudes towardgaymen and
lesbians might be due to: the increasing number of heterosexuals with the AIDS virus; the
media's promotion of positive aspects ofhomosexuality; an increase in people's interaction
withgaymenand lesbians; or knowing somebody with AIDS. Nevertheless, Smith (1990)
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also found that a considerablenumber ofpeople stillhold negative views and are intolerant of
gay men and lesbians, particularly more males than females.
Some research (Herek & Glunt, 1993;Lottes & KuriloflF, 1994; Serdahely & Ziembra,
1984) has demonstrated that students whohave homosexuals in their group of friends andare
enrolledin sex education classes or in universities wherethe gay/lesbian/bisexual movement is
veryactive haveattitudes toward homosexuals thataremore positive. Similarly, a sample of
937Americans 18yearsold andabove, participated inHerek andGlunt's (1993) study
demonstrated that those who have or had direct interaction with homosexuals will be less
homophobic than thosewhohave no interaction at all. Also, theyfound somecharacteristics
to be shared bythosewho interact withgays and lesbians. They wereconmionly young
peoplewith college or professional degrees^ females, andwith liberal political views.
Homosexuals felt very comfortable withthem when openly declaring their sexuality.
In 1984, Serdahely and Ziemba assessed college students' attitudes toward gaymen
and lesbians using theIndex ofHomophobia (IHP). In addition, using pretend play, each
participant played thepart of a homosexual, disclosing theirsexual orientation first to their
parents and then to their closestnongayfriend. Forty-one studentswere enrolledin a sex
education class (treatment group) and 47students were enrolled inaneducation class (control
group). Findings demonstrated that enrollment in sex education classes seemed to be a
valuable strategy for boosting positive feelings towards gay men and lesbians.
Lottes and Kuriloflf (1994) studied the extent towhich students changed their political
and social attitudes throughout college ina sample of135 males and 168 females, Results
showed that students in their senior year scored higher on measures ofliberalism, social
conscience, homosexuality toleranceand femmist attitudes and lower on male-dominant
attitudes than they did as first-year students. The university in, the Lottes and Kuriloflf study
has both aWomen's Center and Lesbian, G^y and Bisexual Alliance that actively and regularly
promote the concerns ofhomosexuals. Also, they oflTer cultural diversity workshops to all of
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their students. The authors concluded that through having these organizations and offering
thoseworkshops, the university encourages at least some students to become more tolerant
toward homosexuality. Because ofthe growthoforganizations that promote anti-gay/lesbian
referendums and the increasein reports of harassment andviolence against homosexuals,
Lottes andKuriloff(1994)believed that a 25%increase in acceptance of homosexuality in
their study was an important finding.
It is surprising, that withthe large body of research on attitudes toward gay men and
lesbians ingeneral, and the number of studies on families headed bygaymen andlesbians, that
little is known about heterosexuals' attitudes toward gays and lesbians as parents.
Recently, Crawford andSolliday (1996) investigated howa sample of 97
undergraduate college students felt abouthomosexuals inthe parenting role. Theyused a
religiosity scalewhich assessed levelof religiousness and religious beliefs. They also
measured attitudes toward parenting abilities ofcouples whowere Afiican-American,
Caucasian, or interracial, andwho were eitherhomosexual or heterosexual. Finally, in order
to obtain characteristics ofthe personality ofthe participants, a personality inventory was
administered. Findings ofthe study showed that participantswere very negative against every
homosexual dyad regardless of their ethnic group; the Afiican-American homosexual dyad
was more negatively categorized than other groups. Authors concluded that these college
students held negative attitudes toward homosexuals m the parentmg role.
Summary and Implications
As shown above,most ofthe research studies provideconsistentevidencethat gay
male and lesbian parentsare no different fi"om heterosexual parents in their parental skills and
their methods used to raise their children. Gayand lesbian parents are highly committedas
parents, and they havea highemotional investment in the parent-child relationship. Other
research studies consistently pointout that children who are raised by gay fathers and lesbian
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mothers are emotionally stable, and their development of self-esteem and self-identity and
sexuality is not different than that of children raised by heterosexual couples. Children do not
seem in any way to be at risk or harmed because ofparental homosexuality.
Homophobia, which was defined as negative attitudes toward gay men and lesbians,
was discussed as a form ofprejudice and discrimination. Research reviewed in this study
revealed that in the United States, negative attitudes and prejudice against gay men and
lesbians prevail.
Some studies reviewed indicated that for children with gay fathers and lesbian
mothers, siipport groups are very important (Lewis, 1980). In terms ofimplications, children
ofgay men and lesbians may benefit fi*om identifying themselves in their communities, schools
and colleges and getting together to support each other.
Because ofthe difficulties and negative attitudes that gay men and lesbians, with or
vwthoutchildren, face, it is clearlygoing to be helpfiil when they join their forces and get more
involved in gay/lesbian/bisexual organizations^d help in the development and unplementation
ofpolicies. It willbe beneficial for gay fathers and lesbian mothersto be more openwith their
children and explain different types ofrelationships and family forms.
There are implications for law and education as well. Sincethere is a body ofresearch
demonstrating that parents' sexual orientation does not harm children's well-being, more laws
shouldbe revisedbefore making decisions about the custodyofchildren ofgay men and
lesbians. Finally, in education, school personnel, administrators, and students need to leam
moreabout this type of family composed of gaymale and lesbian couples in order to expand
understanding and sensitivity.
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CHAPTERH: COLLEGE STUDENTS* ATTITUDES TOWARD GAY FATHERS
AND LESBLVNMOTHERS
A paper to be submitted to Journal ofHomosexuality
Milagros T. Masini, Dahlia F. Stockdale and Crmg M. Allen
Abstract
Themajor purpose ofthe studywas to investigate attitudes toward gay fathers and
lesbianmothers in a population ofheterosexualundergraduate college students. In addition,
certain personal and background variableswere exploredrelative to college students' attitudes
toward gays and lesbians as peopleand as parents. The sample consistedof261 participants
(206 females and 55 males) from a large university in the midwest. The Attitudes Toward
GayFathers andLesbianMothers Scale, a 10-item scale that measures attitudes toward gay
fathers andlesbian mothers, andtheHomosexuality Attitude Scale (Kite &Deaux, 1986), a
21-item scale that measures attitudes toward homosexuality were used in the study. Results
revealedthat male studentswere more negative than female students, and studentswith
fundamentalist religious values weremore negative than students withliberal religious values
in their attitudes toward gay fathers and lesbian mothers and towards gays and lesbians as
people. There were no differences inattitudes toward gay men and lesbians aspeople or as
parents.
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Introduction
Different fonns of family structures have been evolving throughout theyears. Single
mothers, grandparents raising children, interracial marriages, teen parents, custodial single
fathers, stepfamilies, adoptive and foster families are some ofthe many different family
structures that have developed throughout the United States (Patterson, 1992, 1995; Stein,
1988).
Adding to these family forms are gay fathers and lesbian mothers rmsing children. For
fear ofprejudice, many ofthese families do not come out publicly; therefore a precise number
ofgay fathers and lesbian mothers and their children is difBcult to estimate. An approximate
number of 1million to 3 million lesbian mothers have beenreported (Gottman, 1990), with
estunates ofmore than 2 million but less than4 million gay fathers (Green&Bozett, 1991;
Gottman, 1990). It is estimated that the number ofchildren being raised by gay fathers or
lesbian mothers ranges from 6million to 14 million (Editors oftheHarvard LawReview,
1990;Peterson, 1984;Schulenburg, 1985).
HQstorically, homosexuality has been considered an unacceptable lifestyle in the
American society. Several theories have been suggested inorder to explam society's negative
attitudes toward homosexuality. Davies (1982) proposed that society's unacceptance of
homosexuality is "the resuh ofattempts to establish and defend strong ethnic, religious, or
institutional boundaries. These social institutions tend to impose harsh penalties on forms of
sexual behavior that breach social or symbolicboundaries" (p. 1032).
Another theory links homophobia with society's continuation of traditional sexroles.
Weinberger and Millham (1979) posits that people's negative attitudes towardgaymen and
lesbians are related to the maintenanceoftraditional male/female gender distinctions. Other
theories link religion withhomophobia. Traditionally, homosexuality hasbeen considered
contrary to the willofGod and, therefore, suifiil (Baird &Baird, 1995;Van der Geest, 1993).
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Herek (1984a,1988,1989) identified three different lands ofmotives in people which
determine positive and negative attitudes towards gay men and lesbians. First, there are those
whohaveinteraction on du^ect basis with gay men or lesbians; thosewhohavehadgood
experiences with gay men and lesbians held favorable attitudes towards them and vice versa.
Second, there are those whose feelings towards homosexuality are influenced by aneed to
express their sense ofselfthrough expressing values integral to personal identity; their
attitudes would beaffected,by gender, family and religious ideology. The third motive that
determines positive ornegative attitudes towards gay men and lesbians is concern for one's
own sexuality. Inother words, someone who had problems with his orher own sexual
identity would respond in anegative manner to homosexuals because they represented apart
ofhimself or herself that is not acceptable.
With regard to attitudes towards gay and lesbian parents and their children, research
has identified three major concerns: (1) children will become homosexual; (2) children will
experience psychological damage as a result ofstigmatization; and (3) lesbian and gay parents
will sexually abuse their children (Bozett, 1987; Green, 1982; Kitchens &Price, 1978;
Patterson, 1992). However, various research studies have compared children ofgay and
lesbian parents with those ofheterosexual parents and concluded that there is no difference in
gender development between these groups ofchildren (Bozett, 1987; Cramer, 1986;
Golombok&Tasker, 1996; Green, 1978; Kirkpatrick, Smitii &Roy, 1981; Schwartz, 1990).
Miller's 1979 longitudinal study of a group of40gay fathers and theu* children found that
fathers provided a home atmosphere in which there was no "traditional" sex-role definition
and one that was fi"ee ofany type ofprejudiceagainst other groups.
Anotherbody of research demonstrated that children raised by gaymen andlesbian
parents didnot suffer fi-om stigmatization. Huggins (1989) compared the responses of 36
adolescent children raised in divorced lesbian mothers' households-versus those raised with
divorced heterosexual mothers and found no important statistical differences on the self-
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esteem scores between both groups ofchildren. However, Kitchens and Price (1978) noted
that the issue ofhomophobia will always be part of the livesof children with lesbian or gay
parents. Bozett (1987) also pointed out that these children will face negative comments from
their peers and on occasionwillfeel embarrassed byhaving two mothers or two fathers. Both
authors suggested that it is the responsibility of thegayfathers andlesbian mothers to address
effortstoward helping these children deal withprejudice as the situations ariseinsteadof
sheltering them from prejudice (Bozett, 1987; Hitchens &Price, 1978).
Research studies have shown that gaymen and lesbian parents do not sexuallyabuse
their children nor use them as sexual objects. (Bozett, 1984,1987, 1989; Cramer, 1986;
Keatmg &Brigman, 1986; Miller, 1979). Otherresearch studies havefound that there is no
difference in parentmgquality among gay or lesbian parents andheterosexualparents (Bigner
& Jacobsen, 1989a, 1989b, 1992; Harris & Turner, 1985;Kirkpatrick, Smith & Roy, 1981;
Miller, 1979). In summary, these studies havedemonstrated that gay fathers and lesbian
mothers did not differ from heterosexual parents in quality ofparenting.
Several researchers (Britton, 1990;Herek, 1984a) have summarized the characteristics
ofindividuals who hold negative attitudes toward gay men and lesbians. These people were;
(1) very religious, older and less educated; (2) lessHkely to directlyinteract with gay men and
lesbians; (3) usually do not have gaymen and lesbians among their group offriends; (4) more
likelyto be sexually repressed; (5) more likely to support traditional female/male roles; and (6)
likely to have a personality that is more authoritarian.
College has been identified as a major institution in shaping the attitudes, values, and
beliefs ofyoung adults. Numerous studies have been conducted in order to investigate how
college students feel about homosexuality. Page andYee (1986) investigatedhow
undergraduate college students Qi=85) would describe typical lesbians, gaymenand "normal"
adults. When compared with the "normal" adult, college students usedmore negative
adjectives to describe gaymen and lesbians. In general, gay men were perceived as being
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more atypical than lesbians. The authors concluded that undergraduate students on that
campus were highly homophobic (Page &Yee, 1986).
Kurdek (1988) examined negative attitudes toward homosexuals using a sample of
103 undergraduate students (59 males, 44 females), all ofwhomwere heterosexual and
enrolled inanintroductory psychology course atan urban university insouthwestern Ohio.
Results showed that, onthe average, these students held negative attitudes toward
homosexuals. Thereare other research studies that have demonstrated that college students
who support traditional gender roles seem to be less positive in their attitudes toward gay men
and lesbians (Kerns &Fine, 1994; Stark, 1991; Weinberger &Millham, 1979).
Several research studies (Herek, 1988; Kerns &Fine, 1994; Kite, 1992) suggested that
males are more homophobic than females and more tolerant toward lesbians than toward gay
men. Forexample. Kite (1992) conducted a study wth a sample of 111 tolerant and
intolerant college students self-defined as heterosexuals. Kite found that, regardless ofthe
degree oftolerance and the individual characteristics ofthe participants, they were more
negative intheirattitudes toward gay men than toward lesbians.
Negative attitudes toward gay men and lesbians also have been linked to religiosity
and religious affiliation. Fisher, Derison, Polley III, Cadman and Johnston (1994), using a
sample of192 college students, found that the fi-equency ofchurch attendance and the degree
of religiosity were linked to negative attitudes toward gay men and lesbians.
Other studieshave demonstrated that negative attitudestoward gay men and lesbians
in college campuses still prev^. For example, during a 4-week periodHerek (1993) studied
how feelings and experiences ofharassment, discrimination, and violenceaffected the livesof
the gay, lesbian, and bisexual communities at YaleUniversity in 1986. Findingsshowed that,
during 1986, the majority ofthe members of the gay, lesbian and bisexual communities did not
disclose their sexuality even though theybelieved it was importantto do so. Theywere afi'aid
ofverbal and physical abuse, discrimination and unfau* treatment in this university campus.
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Furthermore, they did not report incidents of abuse because theyfelt the university
environmentwas not receptive in anyway (Herek, 1993).
With research showing the increasing number of gay fathers and lesbianmothers and
their children in our society, it is surprising that little research has addressed howheterosexual
individuals feel about gaysand lesbians as parents. Recently, Crawford and SoUiday (1996)
investigated how a sample of97undergraduate college students felt about homosexuals inthe
parenting role. They used a religiosity scale which assessed level ofreligiousness and religious
beliefs. They also measured attitudes toward parenting abilities of couples who were African-
American, Caucasian or interracial, andwhowere eitherhomosexual or heterosexualvia the
presentation of vignettes. In orderto obtain characteristics of the personality of the
participants, a personality inventory wasadministered. Findings of the study showed that
participants were very negative toward every homosexual dyad regardless of then* ethnic
group; theAfrican-American homosexual dyad was more negatively categorized than other
groups. Authors concluded that thecollege students in their sample held negative attitudes
towards homosexuals in the parenting role.
The present study investigates college students' attitudes toward gay men and lesbians
as peopleandparents. Little research hasbeenconducted regarding howgaymenand
lesbians are perceivedby societyas parents. Additionally, the differences in attitudes towards
gay men and lesbianwomen as peopleand parents willbe analyzed. Furthermore, the
relationshipsbetween these attitudes and certain sociodemographicvariables will be analyzed.
The specific objectives ofthis study were the following:
1. To investigate college students' attitudes toward gay men and lesbians as people.
2. To investigate college students' attitudes toward gay fathers and lesbian mothers.
3. To examine the relationships ofbackground variables (i.e., race/ethnicity, religious
affiliation and commitment, age, area of residence, gender, year in school) to attitudes of
college students toward lesbians andgaysas parents andas people.
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Method
Subjects
Participants ofthis research were 261 undergraduate students (N=206 females and
N=55 males) enrolled in a human development aiid family studies course at a major
midwestem university. Participants were 92.0% (n=240) White nonHispanic and the
remaining 8.0% (n=21) belonged to other racial/ethnic groups.
Most of the participants, 47.9% (n=125)were 18-19 years old. The rest ofthe
participantsVages were as follows: 33.3% (n=87)were 20-21 years old; 5.3% (n=40) were 22-
23 years old; and the remaining 3.4% (n=9) were 24 years old or older.
Participants who never married (88.1%) comprised the majority of the sample, while
married participants were in the minority (11.9%). Only 3.4% Ol=9) ofthe participants in this
study had one or more children; the remaining96.6% (n=252) ofparticipants did not have a
child.
Ofthe college students' parents, the majority ofthe fathers (68.5%) and mothers
(70.1%) had some college education or beyond. Atotal of27.2% ofthe fathers (n=71) and
28.7% ofthe mothers (n=75) graduated from high school, and 4.3% ofthe fathers (n-l 1) and
1.2% ofthe mothers (n=3) had less than a high school education.
Ofthe participants, 39.8% were freshmen, 25.7% were sophomores, 19.5% were
juniors, and 14.9%were in their senior year. Thepercentageof students from communities of
2,500 to 50,000 personswas 47.5; 28.7%of the studentsgrewup in communities ofmore
than 50,000persons. The remaining 23.8% werefrom communities of less than 2,500
persons.
The religious affiliation ofmost of theparticipants were Protestant (32.2%), followed
byCatholic (30.3%). Another 26.4% oftheparticipants had another religious affiliation,
10.3% had no religion, and 0.8% ofthe sample were Jewish. In terms of religious values,
most ofthe participants (52.7%) reported they were moderate, 24.4% were liberal, and 7.8%
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ofthe participants were fundamentalist. The remaming participants (14.7%) did not fall in the
above categories.
The majority ofthe students (29.5%) perceivedthe importance ofreligion for them as
average, 28.0% of them reported their religion was very important, and for 16.5%ofthe
studentstheir religion was extremely important. The remaining students considered their
religion to be somewhat important (15.3%) or not important (10.7%). In terms of students'
political views, 48.8%of the students weremoderate, 27.7% were liberal, and23.5%were
conservative.
There were 165 students who did not have any fiiends that were gay, lesbian, or
bisexual; 46 (17.7%) had onefriend thatwasgay, lesbian or bisexual, and34 students
(13.1%) hadat least two gay, lesbian, or bisexual friends. Therest of the sample (5.9%) had
three or more gay, lesbian, or bisexual friends.
Most of the participants (85.4%) did not have anygay, lesbian, or bisexual relatives;
10.7% had one relative who was gay, lesbian, or bisexual, 3.4% had two relatives, and only
0.4% had at least three relatives who were gay, lesbian or bisexual.
Instruments
Homosexualitv Attitude Scale (HASV Students were asked to fill out the
Homosexuality Attitude Scale Questionnaire (Kite &Deaux, 1986). It is a 22-item Likert
scale on which participants mdicatethen* agreementor disagreementwith statements about
stereotypes, misconceptions, and anxieties about homosexuals and homosexuality.
Participants respondedon a scaleof 1 to 5, ranging fromstronglyagree (1) to strongly
disagree (5).
From the original questionnaire, item #3 ("Finding out that an artist was gaywould
have no effect onmyappreciation of his/her work") was reworded as: "Finding out that a
fiiend is gay would have no efiFect onmy appreciation ofhim/her." Thenew wordmg was
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perceived to be more relevantto the study; it was thought that peoplehave a closer encounter
or relationship with friends than with an artist. The reworded version for this item showed a
corrected-item-total correlation of .69.
Questions were both positively and negativelyworded. For purposes offurther
statistical analysis, 11 items were reverse scored so that the higher number indicated a more
positive attitude toward homosexuality.
Cronbach's alpha for the 21 items ofthe Homosexuality Attitude Scale (Kite & Deaux,
1986) is .95. The 21 items in HAS have high item-total correlation on a average.
Attitudes Toward Gav Fathers and Lesbian Mothers Scale fGFLMSY Students were
asked to fill out the Attitudes Towards Gay Fathers and Lesbian Mothers Scale (Masini,
1996). This instrurnent is a 10-itemscaleand was developedto measure college students'
attitudes towards gay men and lesbians as parents. Responses are given following the same
format of the Homosexuality Attitude Scale (Kite &Deaux, 1986), which is a 5-point scale
ranging from strongly agree (1) to strongly disagree (5).
Questions were both positively and negativelyworded. In order to have the higher
number indicating a positive attitude toward gay fathers and lesbian mothers, six items were
reverse scored.
A factor analysis for the Attitude Toward GayFathers and LesbianMothers Scale
indicated that it had one primary factor. The Eigenvalue is 5.90, with 59.0% ofvariation
explained. Cronbach's alpha for the 10 items ofthe Attitude Toward Gay Fathers and Lesbian
Mothers Scale is .94.
Background Information Ouestionnmre. To obtain background data on participants, a
nimiberofitemswere included in the questionnaire by the researcher. Information was
collected ongender, race/ethnicity, age, current marital status, howmany children theyare
parenting, father's level ofeducation, mother's level of education, year in college, sizeof the
community inwhich theygrewup, religious affiliation, religious values, importance of
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religion, political views, sexual orientation, number ofgay, lesbian or bisexual friends, and
number ofgay, lesbian or bisexual relatives.
Procedure
Participants ®T=261) completed two different attitude questionnaires, including the
Homosexuality Attitude Scale (HAS) (Kite &Deaux, 1986) and the Attitudes Toward Gay
Fathers and LesbianMothers Scale (GFLMS) created by the investigator. In addition,
information about the participants' background alsowas gathered through a questionnmre
developed by the investigator.
Following the procedure used byKite and Deaux, 1986, a pilot study was conducted
prior to the actual study. A sampleof 15 Iowa State Universityundergraduate students in
their senioryear, enrolled in a HumanDevelopment andFamily Studies course, participated in
this pilot study. Afterstudents completed the pilot instrument, the investigator inquired about
the accuracy and clarity ofthe items in measuring their attitudes. In addition, participants
were asked for other suggestions or comments relevant to the study. From the pilot study, it
was found that items were clearandaccurate when measuring attitudestoward gaymenand
lesbians as peopleand as parents. Students also felt comfortable with the lengthof timethat it
took to complete the instruments. Based on the pilotstudy, slight editorial changes were
made.
For the actualstudy, the questionnakes were distributed to everystudentin a
classroom setting with permission oftheprofessors; participants forthis study were all
enrolled in the same class. Of360 students enrolled inthe class, 284 filled out the
questionnaire. Instructions were provided to students prior to completing thequestionnaires.
Extra credit was offered to thestudents who considered participating or participated inthis
studyand complete anonymity wasassured.
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When students finished answering the questionnaire, both the questionnaire and
accompanying answer sheet were deposited in a box labeled for this research study. Students
wrote their names and social security numberson a tear-oflf sheet, which they deposited in a
separate boxmarked for an in-class assignment inorder to receive the 10bonus points for
class credit.
It was decided to limitthis studyto students who considered themselves to be
exclusively heterosexual in order to control for sexual orientation. Those who marked the
questionnaire thattheir sexual orientation was gay, lesbian, orbisexual (N=6) were eliminated
fi*om the study. In addition, 2 students did not answer every itemin the questionnaire;
therefore theywere dropped. To limit the sample to onlyUnited States citizens, 15
international students were dropped fi'om the study. A total sample of261 students
comprised the final sample for this study.
Results
MultipleClassification Analysis
Multiple Classification Analysis was used to examine the interrelationshipsbetween
several predictorvariables and the dependent variables of this study. The statistics printedby
the program show how each predictor relatesto the dependable variable, both before and after
adjusting for the efiFects ofother predictors, andhow all the predictors considered together
'relate to the dependent variable.
Five different values are reported in each table: raw means, unadjusted deviations,
adjusted deviations, etas, and betas. Raw means are the actual mean values for the categories
of a given variable. The Unadjusted deviation column shows the mean ofeach category
expressed as a deviation fi'om the grand mean. The Adjusted deviation column presents the
adjusted mean values for each category when the influence ofother variables is controlled.
These also are expressed as deviations from the grand mean. Eta indicates the ability ofthe
predictor variable, usmg the categories given, to explain the variation in the dependent
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variable. Betapro\ddes ameasure oftheability ofthepredictor to explain variation inthe
dependent variable after adjustment for the eflfects ofall other predictors. Beta isthe
remaining effect once the effect oftheother factors is removed. Attenuation refers to a
declme inthe predictive ability of thevariable after taking into account theother variables.
TheMultiple R is themultiple correlation between the dependent variable andall
factors, covariates, and factor-by factor interaction terms. R- squared measures the
proportion oftotal variation mthedependent variable explained by thecombined predictor
variables.
Multiple Classification Analysis (MCA*): Model I: Attitudes toward pav men and lesbians as
people.
Variables withhigher Betavalues aremore important in determining students' attitudes
toward gaymenand lesbians as people. Thevariables gender (Beta=.22), followed by
religious values (Beta=.21), accounted formost ofthe variance ofthemodel. In otherwords,
in detemiining college students* attitudes towards gays andlesbians as people, the variables
genderand religious values were themostinfluential. Table 1 presentthe results ofthe
multiple classification analysis.
Insert Table 1 about here
The column ofAdjusted Deviation values indicates the direction ofthe effects ofthe
variables in the model. The adjusted deviation column for this model indicates that male
(deviation=-.41) students were more negative than female students (deviation=.11) in their
attitudes toward gay men and lesbians as people. This findmg seems consistent with findings
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from previous studies that also revealed that males held more negative attitudes toward gay
men and lesbians than females (Aguero, Bloch, &Byrne, 1984; Kerns &Fine, 1994, Kite,
1992, 1984, 1994; Henley &Pincus, 1978;Herek, 1988; Young &Whertvine, 1982). For
example. Young and Whertvine (1982) report that in their study of 137 females and 53 males
heterosexual college students, females were more positive than males in their attitudes toward
gay men and lesbians.
Interms ofreligious values, the four categories were: Fundamentalist, Moderate,
Liberal, and None. The column ofAdjusted Deviation indicated that those students who
considered themselves as fiindamentalist were the most negative in their attitudes toward gay
men and lesbians as people (deviation=-.60), followed by those students who were moderate
(de\aation=-.04), arid then followed by the students who were liberal (de\aation=.12). Those
students with no religious values (deviation=.27) were the most positive in their attitudes
toward gay men and lesbians as people. These results are consistent with findings from
previous studies that associate religion wth negative attitudes about homosexuality
(Greenberger&Bystryn, 1982; Jensen, Gambles &Olsen, 1988; Levitt &Klassen, 1974;
MacDonald &Games, 1974). Herek (1984b) found that heterosexuals who held less positive
attitudes toward gay men and lesbians were more likely tobe strongly religious. Marmor
(1980) cited that in the doctrines ofsome fijndamentalist reUgious organizations, same gender
sexual behavior isanimmoral, evil act, arid those who engage inthattype ofbehavior are
considered sinners.
Resuhs indicated that in the model of attitudes towardgaymenandlesbians as people,
5 out of 6 variables were attenuated. For thismodel, the five variables thatwere attenuated
were: gender (Eta=.25; Beta=.22); race/ethnicity (Eta=.03; Beta=.02); current marital status
(Eta=.ll; Beta=.08); religious affiliation (Eta=.27; Beta=.12); and religious values (Eta= 42;
Beta=.21). When the change from Eta toBeta isvery little, this fact means that the
attenuated variable has an independent effect that does not diminish greatly inthe presence of
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other independent variables. The variable stands for itself. Alarge change from Eta to Beta
means that other variables overlap vnth the variable that is attenuated, and the separate effect
ofthe attenuated variable is lessened substantially.
The full effect ofthe variable child parenting was suppressed until the model was
adjusted for other factors. This variable addressed attitudes ofthose students who were
parents versus nonparents. In this case Beta was increased slightly, by .04, over the value of
Eta (Eta=.08; Beta=.12). This means that once the model controls for the effect ofother
factors, child parenting becomes an important variable even though this vanable did not
account for alot ofthe variance in this model (Beta=.12). This may be due to the fact that the
campling distribution ofthis variable was very skewed. Ofthe sample, 243 did not have
children and only 9students were parenting. If in future research the number ofparticipants
that are parenting children can be increased, then the number ofchildren that participants are
parenting may be aimportant variable in determining attitudes toward gay men and lesbians as
people. In this study, students who were parenting children (n=9; deviation=-.59) were more
negative in their attittides toward gay men and lesbians than were students who were not
parenting children (n=243; deviation=.02).
The variables race/ethnicity, current marital status, and religious affiliation were not
statistically significant in this study, and therefore were not related to coUege students'
attitudes toward gay men and lesbians as people. The multiple R- squared value for the model
was .39, wluch meant that 39% ofthe variance was expired by the entire model, including
both covariates and main effects.
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An.1vsi. fMCA^ for Model H: Attitudes toward m men and lesbians.
as parents
For this model, reUgious values (Beta=.21) and gender (Beta=.20) were the most
important variables in determining college students' attitudes toward gay fathers and lesbian
mothers.
These are the two same variables that accounted for most ofthe variance inModel I
Table 2presents the results ofthe multiple classification analysis for coUege students' attitudes
toward gay fathers and lesbian mothers.
Insert Table 2 about here
The Adjusted Deviation values indicates that students who considered themselves
(n=20) were the most negative in their attitudes toward gay fathers and lesbian
mothers (deviation=-.60), followed by those students who were moderate (n=134; deviation=-
.04), followed by the students who were liberal (n=61; deviation=.14). Those students with
religious values (n=36; deviation=.22) were the most positive in their attitudes toward gay
and lesbians as parents. Even though no research study had measured the impact of
reU^ous values on college students' attitudes toward gay fathers and lesbian mothers, this
finHing is related to Crawford and SoUiday's (1996) findings. They found that those students
who beUeve in the existence ofGod (theistic) were more negative in their attitudes toward
homosexual couples than students who did not have this belief In addition, Herek (1988)
found that those heterosexual students who belong to aliberal religious group orwere not
reli^ous at all were more positive in their attitudes toward gay men and lesbians.
no
men
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Adjusted Deviation values indicate that male students (n=52; deviation=-.37) were
more negative than female students (n=199; deviation=.10) in their attitudes toward gay
fathers and lesbian mothers. Since there is nostudy yet to confirm thisresult, fiirther studies
should be conducted in order to confirm this finding.
In the second model of attitudes toward gay fathers and lesbian mothers, 4 outof 6
variables were attenuated. These variables were: gender (Eta=.24; Beta=.20); child parenting
(Eta= 09; Beta= 08); reli^ous affiliation (Eta=.25; Beta=.12); and religious values (Eta=.40;
Beta= 21).
The fiill effect of the variables race/ethnicity and current marital status were very
slightly suppressed until the model was adjusted for other factors. Inthe case of
race/ethnicity, Beta was increased by .01 over the value ofEta (Eta=.01; Beta=.02). For the
variable current marital status, Betawas increased by .02 over thevalue ofEta (Eta=.08;
Beta=.10). This means that once the model controls for the effect ofother factors, these two
variables became slightly more significant contributors even though these variables accounted
for very little ofthe overall variance ofthe model. The sample for these two variables
race/ethnicity (white, notHispanic=233; others=18) and current marital status (never
married=220; marTied=31) isalso skewed. Amore balanced sample infiiture research may
showthe contribution of these two variables to bemoreunportant whenmeasuring attitudes
toward gay fathers and lesbian mothers.
Results for Model n uidicate that being a parent and religious afi&liation were not
statistically significant, and therefore did not mfluence college students' attitudes toward gay
men and lesbians asparents. The Multiple R- squared value for this model is .36; thus, 36%
ofthevariance isexplained by theentire model, including both covariates and main effects.
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ANOVA-General F-Test
In order to determinewhether students' attitudes toward gay men and lesbians as
people were more positive than their attitudes toward gay men and lesbians asparents a third
model was developed. Ageneral ANOVAwas conducted in this model thatcontrolled for all
covariates andmain effects at the same time as predictors of differences betweenthe two sets
ofattitudes for each respondent.
Overall, no significant results were found. As presented inTable 3, noneof the£
values for the effects in the modelwere eitherequal to or below .05, meaning that college
students' attitudesdid not distinguish between the status of gaymenand lesbians as people
and as parents.
Insert Table 3 about here
A question remmns of whetherparticipants were responding to these separate
questions of gaymenand lesbians as people andgaymen andlesbians as parents as two
separate dimensions. More research is needed to investigate whetherthese attitudes differ
toward gaymenandwomenfor othersamples, particularly whenthey carryout the parenting
role.
Conclusions
The results of this study show that the predominant variables related to college
students' attitudes toward gay menand lesbians as peopleand as parents are gender and
religious values. In termsof gender, male students aremore negative in their attitudestoward
gay men and lesbians as people. These results are consistent with previous research studies
measuring the negativeattitudes toward homosexuals usingcollege students as the sample
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(Aguero, Bloch, &Byrne, 1984; Herek, 1984a, 1988; Kite, 1984; MiUham &Weinberger,
1977; Seltzer, 1992). Ingeneral, these research studies found that heterosexual females are
more positive than heterosexual males in their attitudes toward gay males and lesbians.
In terms of religious values, results in this study indicate that students who consider
themselves as fundamentalists arethe most negative intheir attitudes towardgaymenand
lesbians as people, followed by those students who are moderate in religious values. Other
studies indicate that individuals withstrong religious values aremore negative in their
attitudes about homosexuals (Herek, 1984b, 1988; Nyberg &Alston, 1976; Seltzer, 1992).
These results are supported by Levitt and Klassen, 1974, who found thatthose participants
who were more negative intheir attitudes toward gay men and lesbians held fundamentalist
beliefs. In addition, Marmor (1980) reported that people who follow fimdamentalist doctrines
are more negative toward gay men and lesbians.
Two studies that showcontrary results werethoseconducted byLevitt andKlassen
(1974) and by Wells and Daly (1992). Levitt and Klassen's (1974) study supports thefinding
that oneof the characteristics of thosepeople who were more negative in theirattitudes
towardgaymen andlesbians wereflindamentalist Protestantism. However, theyfound that
variables likegender, age, education, civil status, andoccupation did not have an impact on
attitudes toward homosexuals.
On the other hand.Wells andDaly (1992) studied the responses of 177 college
students from a midwestemarea and found that respondents' attitudes toward African-
Americans, women, andhomosexuals werenot influenced by eithergenderor religiosity. The
authors suggest that instruments used to measure students' attitudes and the geographicalarea
where the studywas conductedmightaccount for their jBndings.
These same variables, genderand religious values, were important for predicting
college students' attitudes toward gay fathers and lesbian mothers inthepresent study. More
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research is needed to assess these results since, to my knowledge, there is no previous
research on measuring collegestudents' attitudes toward gaymenand lesbians as parents.
Results from the ANOVA F-Test indicates that overall, college students' attitudes did
not distinguish between the status of gay men and lesbians asparents and as people. It might
be speculated that diflferences did not emerge between perceptions of gaymen and lesbians as
people and as parents because oftheoverwhelming message surrounding homosexuality. In
otherwords, attitudes towards gay men and lesbians are driven bygeneral attitudes toward
gaymen and lesbian women. Ordifferences may nothave emerged because ofthe low
number ofparticipants thatwere actually parents. The possibility that a response bias onthe
parent scale was created by filling out the Attitude Toward Homosexuality Scale (Kite &
Deaux, 1986), exists.
From this study, we alsoknowthat the variables of being a parent, currentmarital
status, and race/ethnicity may be important in future research in the study of attitudes toward
gaymenand lesbians as parents andas people. In the present study, therewere too few
participantsin these categories to draw conclusions.
Several limitationsexist in the present study. One ofthe limitationsis that the
representation ofparticipants in some categories of each variable is skewed. Another
limitation ofthis study is that it was conducted in a limited geographical area; broader
geographical areas shouldbe sampled throughoutthe nation. In addition, the research study
was conducted with students enrolled in a HumanDevelopment and Family Studies course; it
is possible that these students have different interests than students ofother colleges. For
future research the sampling should include students from different colleges
(e.g., engineering, business, law, agriculture). Furthermore, this study is dependent entirely
on self-report; however, it shouldbe noted that procedures that were utilized did optimize
anonymity.
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This study provides valuable information about college students' attitudes toward gay
fathers and lesbian mothers. Future studies should be conducted addressing this particular
issue since the literature reviewed here showed that the numbers ofgay fathers and lesbian
mothers and their children is increasing.
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Table 1
Tv/r»tripiP rl^Q^ifinfltinn analysis' College students' attitudes toward gays and lesbians as people
Variable +
Category
Gender
Males
Females
N
53
199
Race/Ethnicity
White, no IBspanic 233
Others 19
Current Marital Status
Never Married 220
Married 30
Parenting Children
No Children 243
Children 9
M"
3.08
3.61
3.50
3.51
3.47
3.74
3.51
3.17
Unadjusted
Dev'n^ Eta
.47
.13
.01
,11
.04
.31
.01
.39
.25
.03
.11
.08
Adjusted for
Independents + Covariates
Dev'n"
.41
.11
.01
.07
.03
.21
.02
-.59
Beta
.22
.02
.08
.12
' Unadjusted raw mean forcategories ofvariable prior to factor analysis.
^ De>aation
Note. Items werereverse scored so that the higher number indicated a more positive attitude
toward homosexuality.
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Table 1 (Continued)
Variable + N M' Unadjusted Adjusted for
Dev'n*' Eta Tndependents + Covanates
Dev'n^ Beta
Religion
-.35Protestant 81 3.21 .
Catholic 75 3.66 .15
Jewsh 2 3.71 .22
Other 68 3.52 .05
None 26 3.88 .51
Religious Values
2.65 -.99Fundamentalist 20
Moderate 133 3.36 -.17
Liberal 62 3.91 .46
None 37 3.80 .38
Multiple R Squared .36
Multiple R -60
-.11
.16
-.28
-.02
-.06
.27 12
-.60
-.04
.12
.27
.42 .21
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Table 2
Multiple dassiilr-atinn analysis' Cnllege students' attitudes toward gavs and lesbians as parents
Variable +
Category
Gender
Males
Females
N
52
199
Race/Ethnicity
White, no Ifispanic 233
Others 18
Current Marital Status
Never Married 220
Married 31
Parentmg Children
No Children 243
Children 8
M®
2.97
3.57
3.46
3.31
3.41
3.69
3.46
2.90
Unadjusted
Dev'n'' Eta
.45
.12
.00
.02
-.03
.20
.02
-.47
.24
.01
.08
.09
Adjusted for
Independents+ Covariates
Dev'n"
-.37
.10
.00
.06
-.04
.25
.01
.41
Beta
.20
.02
.10
.08
®Unadjusted raw mean for categories ofvariable prior to factor analysis.
^ Deviation
Note. Items were reverse scored so that the higher number indicated a more positive attitude
toward homosexuality.
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Table2 (Continued)
Variable + N IJnadiusted Adjusted for
Category Dev'n*' Eta Independents+ Covariates
Dev^n*" Beta
Religion
-.04Protestant 82 3.15 . -.29
Catholic 75 3.59 .15 .16
Jewish 2 3.50 .12 -.49
Other 67 3.43 .00 -.11
None 25 3.95 .51 .01
.25 .12
ReligiousValues
-.60Fundamentalist 20 2.48 -.95
Moderate 134 3.28 -.16 -.04
Liberal 61 3.92 .46 .14
None 36 3.80 .33 .22
.40 .21
MultipleR Squared .36
Multiple R
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Tables
F-Test: Comparison amonp college students' attitudes toward eav men and lesbian as people
versus as parents
Source ofVariable Sum of
Squares
df Mean
Squares
F Sig. ofF
Covariates 4.061 9 .451 1.408 .185
Age .857 1 .857 2.675 .103
Father's Education .891 1 .891 2.780 .097
Mother's Education .671 1 .671 2.093 .149
Year in College .018 1 .018 .057 .812
Community Size .282 1 .282 .880 .349
Religion Importance .001 1 .001 .002 .963
Political Views .066 1 .066 .205 .651
Number ofGay/Lesbian/ .577 1 .577 1.800 .181
Bisexual Friends
Number ofGay/Lesbian/ .323 1 .323 1.008 .317
Bisexual Relatives
Main Effects 1.411 11 .128 .400 .955
Gender .334 1 .334 1.042 .308
Race/Ethnicity .152 1 .152 .474 .492
Current Marital Status .048 1 .048 .150 .699
Parenting Children .000 1 .000 .001 .982
Religion .725 4 .181 .566 .688
Religious Values .015 3 .005 .016 .997 •
Explained 5.591 20 .280 .873 .622
Residual 72.729 227 .320
Total 78.320 247 .317
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GENERAL CONCLUSION
Themain purposeof the present study wasto measure attitudes toward gayfathers
and lesbian mothers in a sample of heterosexual college students. Numerous studies have
measured people's attitudes towardgaymen andlesbians as peopleand how different
sociodemographic variables impact these attitudes. Little isknown about attitudes toward gay
men and lesbians as parents.
The j5rst section. Chapter I, reviewed previous research studies concerning gayfathers
and lesbian mothers and their children. In addition, empirical studies that measured
heterosexuals' attitudes toward gay men and lesbians alsowere reviewed.
The second chapter presented an empirical study about collegestudents' attitudes
toward gay fathers and lesbian mothers, using a sample of 261 heterosexual students from a
midwestuniversity. Results from this studyindicate that the predominant variables in
determining this sample's attitudes toward gayfathers and lesbian mothers were religious
values and gender. Furthermore, collegestudents' attitudes toward gay men and lesbians as
peoplealsowere assessed. Again, the variables thatmost influenced these attitudeswere
gender and religious vdues.
In addition, results from this study showed that college students' attitudes toward gay
men and lesbians did not distinguish betweenthe status of gay menand lesbians as parents and
as people. Further research is neededto confirm these results. The numberofchildren that
participants are parenting should be taken into considerationin future research addressed to
measure college students' attitudes toward gaymen and lesbiansas parents. In order to know
the fiill effect ofthis variable on students' attitudes, a larger sample ofparticipants that are
parenting children needs to be utilized.
To conclude, the present study adds new evidence to the literature on gay men and
lesbiansas people and as parents. Gander and religiousvalueswere influentialvariables in
60
determining differences in attitudes. Finally, acontribution ofthe present study is the measure
assessing attitudes towardgaymen and lesbians asparents.
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APPENDIX A: SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES
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Table 4
Demographic Variables
Variable +Categories Frequencies Percent
Gender
Males
Females
55 21.1
106 78.9
Race/Ethnicity
White, nonHispanic 240 92.0
21 8.0Other
Age
18-19
20-21
22-23
24-25
125 47.9
87 33.3
40 15.3
3 1-1
26-30 2 .8
31-40 3 1.1
41-50 1
Current Marital Status
NeverMarried 229 88.1
Married 31 11.9
Parenting Children
No Children 252 96.6
Children 9 3.4
Note. N=258-261.
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Table4 (Continued)
Variable + Categories Frequencies Percent
Father's Education
Grade School 2 -8
JuniorHigh School 1
Some KBgh School 8 ^ ^
High School Graduate 71 27.2
SomeCollege or Technical
School
College Graduate 75 28.7
Graduate or Professional
Degree 35 13.4
Mother's Education
Grade School 1 -4
SomeHigh School 2 .8
High School Graduate 75 28.7
Some College or Technical
School 81 31.0
College Graduate 76 29.1
Graduate or Professional
Degree 26 10.0
Years in College
Freshman 104 39.8
Sophomore 67 25.7
Junior 51 19.5
Senior 39 14.9
Size ofyour Community
Less than 2,500 62 23.8
Between 2,500 and 50,000 124 47.5
More than 50,000 75 28.7
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Table 4 (Continued)
Variable +Categories Frequencies Percent
Keli^ous Affiliation
Protestant 84 32.2
Catholic 79 30.3
Jew 2 -8
Other 69 26.4
None 27 10-3
Religious Values
Fundamentalist 20 7.8
Moderate 136 52.7
Liberal 63 24.4
None 38 14.7
Religion Importance
Not Important 28 10.7
Somewhat Important 40 15.3
Average 77 29.5
Very Important 73 28.0
Extremely Important 43 16.5
Political Views
Conservative 61 23.5
Moderate 127 48.8
Liberal 72 27.7
Sexual Orientation
Heterosexual 261 100.0
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Table4 (Continued)
Variable +Categories Frequencies Percent
Amount of
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Friends
None
One
165 63.5
46 17.7
Two 34 13.1
Three 8 3.1
More than Three 16
Amount ofGay/
Lesbian/Bisexual Relatives
None 223 85.4
One 28 10.7
Two 9 3.4
Three 1 -4
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Table 5
Means, standard deviations, and percent ofresponses on the Homosexuality Attitude Scale
Questions M SD
Q17. I would not mind
havinghomosexual
friends.® 3.67 1.24 5.7 13.4 23.8 21.5 35.6
Q18. Finding out that a
friend is gay would have
no effect on my
appreciation ofhim/her.® 3.57 1.24 5.4 20.7 14.9 30.7 28.4
Q19. I won't associate
with known
homosexuals if I can
help it. 4.08 1.15 4.6 8.0 11.9 26.8 48.7
Q20. I would look for a
new place to live if I
fond out my roommate
was gay. 3.03 1.42 21.5 14.2 25.8 16.9 21.5
Q21. Homosexuality is
a mental illness. 4.12 1.07 3.8 2.3 19.2 20.7 54.0
Q22. I would not be
afraid for my child to
have a homosexual
teacher." 3.33 1.38 14.2 15.7 19.5 24.1 26.4
Q23. Gays dislike
members of the opposite
sex. 4.39 0.84 0.8 1.9 12.7 26.5 58.0
*Reverse-coded for purposes of subsequent statisticalanalysis.
^1=Strongly Agree; 3=Neutral; 5=Strongly Disagree
Note. 1^=261.
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Table5 (Continued)
Questions M SD 1
Q24. I do not reallyfind
the thought of
homosexual acts
disgusting.' 2.14 1.19 40.2 23.4 23.8 6.5 6.1
Q25. Homosexuals are
more likely to commit
deviant sexual acts, such
as child molestation,
rape, and voyeurism
than heterosexuals. 4.11 1.00 1.5 5.7 20.3 25.7 46.7
Q26. Homosexuals
should be keep separate
from the rest ofsociety. 4.36 0.95 1.5 3.8 12.3 21.5 60.8
Q27. Two individuals
ofthe same sex holdings
hands or displaying
affection in public is
revolting. 2.88 1.25 13.5 30.4 24.6 17.3 14.2
Q28. The love between
two males and two
females is quite different
from the love between
two persons ofthe
opposite sex. 3.23 1.24 12.3 14.6 29.6 26.2 17.3
Q29. I see the gay
movement as a positive
thing.' 2.79 1.13 16.2 20.4 40.8 13.5 9.2
Q30. homosexuality, as
far as I'm concerned is
not sinful.^ 2.86 1.37 23.1 16.5 27.3 17.7 15.4
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Table 5 (Continued)
Questions M SD 2^ 3 4 5
Q31. I would not mind
beingemployed by a
homosexual.^ 3.57 1.22 6.6 14.7 22.4 27.8 28.6
Q32. Homosexuals
should be forced to have
psychological treatment. 4.20 1.02 2.7 3.9 15.8 25.9 51.7
Q33. The increasing
acceptance of
homosexuality in our
society is aiding in the
deteriorationofmorals. 3.36 1.37 12.7 15.8 22.3 20.8 28.5
Q34. I would not
declinemembership in
an organization just
because it had
homosexual members.® 3.94 1.10 3.8 6.9 17.7 33.1 38.5
Q35. I would vote for a
homosexual in an
election for public
ofiBce." 3.11 1.30 15.4 14.3 34.7 15.4 20.1
Q36. IfI knew
someone were gay, I
would still go ahead and
form a friendship with
tiiat individual." 3.70 1.11 5.0 7.7 26.2 33.5 27.7
Q37. IfI were a parent,
I could accept my son or
daughter being gay.' 3.07 1.28 16.6 15.4 28.6 23.9 15.4
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Table 6
....
T pchian Mothers
Questions
Q38. Gay men and
lesbiansshould not be
allowed to adopt
cluldren.
Q39. Agay orlesbian
parent should have the
rights toobtain custody
ofMs/her childduring a
divorce*
Q40. Twomenor two
women who dedde to
live together asa couple
can be considered a
femily*
Q41. Gay and lesbian
couples should nothave
the same rights as
heterosexual couples.
Q42. Lesbianmothers
are as capable as
heterosexual mothers of
raising children.*
M SD 1
2.93 1.44 25.0 14.6 23.1 17-3 20.0
3.49 1.31 12.3 11.2 19.2 30.8 26.5
3.44 1.39 15.1 11.6 16.6 29.3 27.4
3.59 1.35 11.6 12.0 18.5 23.9 34.0
3.91 1.15 4.3 10.5 16.3 29.8 39.1
'Reverse-coded for purposes of subsequent statistical analysis.
' 1= Strongly Agree; 3=Neutral; 5= StronglyDisagree
Note. N=261
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Table6 (Continued)
Questions M SD l"" 2*' 3" 4"' 5"
Q43. Alternative
childbearing methods,
such as artificial
insemination and
surrogate parenting,
should be made
accessible to gay men
and lesbian women." 3.00 1.35 19.8 14.0 31.0 17.1 18.2
Q44. Being a parent is a
ri^t that everyhuman
beinghas regardless of
sexual orientation.® 3.46 1.28 8.9 17.8 20.2 26.4 26.7
Q45. Children rased by
gay or lesbian parents
will likely be
homosexual themselves. 3.68 1.13 4.7 10.9 27.1 28.7 28.7
Q46. Gay fathers are as
capable as heterosexual
facers ofraising
children.' 3.69 1.20 7.4 9.3 23.6 28.3 31.4
Q47. Lesbians and gay
men should not be
permitted to rdse
children. 3.42 1.38 12.9 14.1 23.8 18.0 31.3
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Table 7
Ttftm-tntal Rtatistics for the Homosexuality Attitude Scale
Questions Correlated item-total Alpha if item deleted
correlation
Q17. I would not mind having
homoseioial friends.^ .7704 .9447
Q18. Finding out that a friend
is gay would have no effect on
my appreciation ofhim/her.® .6912 .9459
Q19. I won't associate with
known homosexuals if I can
help it. .6879 .9459
Q20. I would look for a new
place to live ifI fond out my
roommate was gay. .6758 .9463
Q21. Homosexuality is a
mental illness .4961 .9485
Q22. I would not be afraid for
my child to have a homosexual
teacher.® .6631 .9464
Q23. Gays dislike members of
the oppositesex. .4617 .9487
Q24. I do not really find the
thought ofhomosexual acts
disgusting.a .5651 .9477
^Reverse-coded for purposes ofsubsequent statisticalanalysis.
Note. Standardized item alpha=.9489.
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Table 7 (Continued)
Questions Correlated item-total Alpha if item deleted
correlation
Q25. Homosexuals are more
likely to commit deviant sexual
acts, such as child mole^ation,
rape, and voyeurism than
heterosexuals. .6258 .9469
Q26. Homosexuals should be
keep separate from the rest of
society. .6782 .9463
Q27. Two individuals ofthe
same sex holdings hands or
displaying afifecdonin public is
revolting. .6500 .9465
Q28. The love between two
males and two females is quite
different from the love between
two persons ofthe opposite sex. .5445 .9481
Q29. I see the gay movement
as a positive thing.® .7752 .9448
Q30. homosexuality, as far as
I'm concerned is not sinful.® .6921 .9459
Q31. I would not mind being
employed by a homosexual.® .7681 .9447
Q32. Homosexuals should be
forced-to have psychological
treatment. .6020 .9471
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Table 7 (Continued)
Questions Correlated item-total Alpha ifitem deleted
correlation
Q33. The increasing acceptance
ofhomosexuality in our society
is aiding in the deterioration of
morals. .7668 .9447
Q34. I would not decline
membership in an organization
just because it had homosexual
members," .6730 .9462
Q35. I would vote for a
homosexual in an election for
public office.® .7997 .9442
Q36. IfI knew someone were
gay, I would still go ahead and
form a fiiendship with that
individual." .7678 .9449
Q37. Ifl were a parent, I could
accept my son or daughter
being gay." .6533 .9465
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Table 8
istics fnr Tnwards Gay Fathers and LesbianMoth^T»Am-tnta1 Statisti
Questions
Q38. Gay men and lesbians
should not beallowed to adopt
children.
Q39. Agay orlesbian parent
should have the rights to obtain
custody ofhis/her child during a
divorce/
Q40. Two men or twowomen
who decide to live together as a
couple can be considered a
femily.®
Q41. Gay and lesbian couples
should not have the same rights
as heterosexual couples.
Q42. Lesbianmothers are as
capable as heterosexual mothers
ofraising cWldren.*
Q43. Alternative childbearing
methods, such as artifit^al
insenMation and surrogate
parenting, should be made
accessible to gaymenand
lesbianwomen.®
Correlated item-total
correlation
.7720
.7679
.7841
.6204
.7641
.7658
'Reverse-coded for purposes of subsequent statistical analysis.
l^ote. Standardized item alpha=.9351
Alpha if item deleted
.9266
.9267
.9258
.9332
.9274
.9268
Table 8 (Continued)
Questions
75
Correlated item-total Alpha ifitem deleted
correlation
Q44. Being a parent isa right
that every human being has
regardless ofsexual ^^57
orientation.^
Q45. Children raised by gay or
lesbian parents will Hkely be
homosexual themselves. -5854
Q46. Gay fethers are as capable
as heterosexual fathers of
• • 1 •tj d 7710 .y^oo
raismg children. '' ^
Q47. Lesbians andgay men
should notbepemutted to raise
oMdren. ''734 -9264
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APPENDIX B: INSTRUMENT
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Please mark the "circle" on the answer sheet that represents your answCT. Use
only a #2 pencil. Be sure that the letter of the circle matches the letter of the
response you have chosen.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Gender:
A) Female
B) Male
Race/Ethnicity: (Mark only ifa U.S. citizen; mark "G" ifyou are not a U.S.
citizen)
A) African-American
B) Asian American
C) White (not Hispanic)
D) Hispanic (Spanish American)
E) American Indian or Alaskan Native
F) Other
G) Not a VS. citizen
What is your age?
A) 17 or younger
B) 18-19
C) 20-21
D) 22-23
E) 24-25
Current Marital Status:
A) Married
B) Separated
C) Divorced
D) Never Married
F)
G)
H)
I)
J)
26-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61 or older
E) Widowed
F) Living together as a couple
G) Single
H) Other
How many child(ren) are you parenting?
A) None E) ^our
B) One F) Five
C) Two G) More than five
D) Three
What is your father's level of education?
A) Grade school E) Some coUege or technical school
B) Junior high school F) CoUege graduate
C) Some high school G) Graduate or professional degree
D) High school graduate
What is your mother's level of education?
A) Grade school E) Some coUege or technical school
B) Junior high school F) CoUege graduate
C) Some high school G) Graduate or professional degree
D) High school graduate
Year in CoUege
A) Freshman
B) Sophomore
C) Junior
D) Senior
E) Graduate Student
F) Special Student
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9. What is the size of the connnunity where you grew up?
A) Less than 2,500 persons
B) Between 2,500 and 50,000 persons
C) More than 50,000 persons
10. What is your religious affiliation?
A) Protestant D) Other
B) Catholic E) None
C) Jewish
11. Which of the following choices best describes your religious values?
A) Fundamentalist
B) Moderate
C) Liberal
D) None
12. How important is your religion to you?
A) Not important
B) Somewhat important
C) Average
D) Very important
E) Extremely important
F) Does not apply
13. How do you describe your political views?
A) Conservative
B) Moderate
C) Liberal
14. What is your sexual orientation?
A) Gay
B) Lesbian
C) Heterosexual
D) Bisexual
15. As far as you know, how many of your friends are gay, lesbian or
bisexual?
A) None F) Five
B) One G) More than five
C) Two
D) Three
E) Four
16. " As far as you know, how many of your relatives are gay, lesbian or
bisexual?
A) None F) Five
B) One G) More than five
C) Two
D) Three
E) Four
19
Homosexuality Attitude Scale
Please indicate your level of agreement with the items below using the
sSe. W use any number on the scale that best fits your
attitude.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Neutral Strongly
Agree
Disagree
17. I wouldnot mind having homosexual friends.
18. Finding outthat a ftiend is gay would have no effect onmy
appreciation of him/her.
19. I won't associate with known homosexuals if I can help it.
20. I would lookfor a newplace to hve if I foimd out my roommate was
gay.
21. Homosexuality is a mental illness.
22. Iwoiild not be afraid formy child to have a homosexual teacher.
23. Gays dislike members of the opposite sex.
24. I do not really find the thought of homosexual acts disgusting.
25. Homosexuals are more likely to commit deviant sexual acts, such as
rhiid molestation, rape, and voyeurism (Peepmg Toms) than are
heterosexuals.
26. Homosexuals should be kept separate from the rest of sodety (i.e.,
separate housing, restricted employment).
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Please indicate your level of agreement with the items below using the
following scale. Please use any nimiber on the scale that best fits your
attitude.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Neutral Sttongly
Agree Disagree
27. Two individuals of the same sex holding hands or displaying affection
in public is revolting.
28. The love between two males or two females is quite different from the
love between two persons of the opposite sex.
29. I see the gay movement as a positive thing.
30. Homosexuality, as far as I'm concerned, is not sinful.
31. I would not mind being employed by a homosexual.
32. Homosexuals should be forced to have psychological treatment.
33. The increasing acceptance of homosexuality in our society is aiding in
the deterioration of morals.
34. I would not decline membership in an organization just because it had
homosexual members.
35. I would vote for a homosexual in an election for pubhc office.
36. If I knew someone were gay, I would still go ahead and form a
friendship with that individual.
37. If I were a parent, I could accept my son or daughter being gay.
Kite, ME. &Deaux, K. (1986).
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Attitudes Towards Gay Fathers and Lesbian Mothers Scale
Please indicate your level of agreement with the items below using the
following scale. Please use any number on the scale that best fits your
attitude.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Neutral Strongly
Agree Disagree
38. Gay men and lesbians should not be allowed to adopt children.
39. A gay or lesbian parent should have rights to obtain custody of
his/her child during a divorce.
40. Two men or two women who decide to live together as a couple can
be considered a family.
41. Gay and lesbian couples should not have the same rights as
heterosexual couples.
42. Lesbian mothers are as capable as heterosexu^ mothers of raising
children.
43. Alternative child bearing methods, such as artificial insemination and
surrogate parenting, should be made accessible to gay men and
lesbian women.
44. Being a parent is a right that every human being has regardless of
sexual orientation.
45. Children raised by gay or lesbian parents will likely be homosexual
themselves.
46. Gay fathers are as capable as heterosexual fathers of raising children.
47. Lesbians and gay men should not be permitted to raise children.
Thank you very much for completing this survey.
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Ball State Universit/
Department of Psyd^ologcai Sdence • Munde. Indiana 47306 • (317)285-1702 • Fax: (3l7)2B5-8980
Februarv 13, 1996
Milagros Masini
1121 Delaware #5
Ames, Iowa 50010
Dear Ms. Masini:
I am writing to grant permission for you to iisemy Homosexuality Attitude Scale
(Kite, 1991; Kite &. Deaux, 1986) in your researchproject. In return, I ask onlv that
you dte the source of the scale in your project. I would also verv much appreciate a
summary of your results vdien your work is completed.
Bestwishes for what I believe will be an interestingproject. Please let me knowif you
need any adcUtional infonnation.
Sincerely,
Mary Kite
Associate Professor
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HDFS102 In-Class Assignment
Name:
Date:
Social Security Number:
You will receive 10 points for considering participation or participating
in this class project.
Tear this page off and deposit in the box marked for in-class
assignments.
The questionnaire and your answer sheet should be put mthe envelope
provided and deposited in the box labeled Masini research study.
Thank you veiy much.
IOWA STATE UNIVERSrrP •
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY and Family Smdie.
1086 LeBaron Hall
Ames, Iowa 50011-1120
515 294-6316
FAX 515 294-2502
AprH 24,1996
Dear Stud^:
Weare interested in stuping theattitudes ofcollie students towards gaymen andlesbians as people and
parents. We would like tobetter imderstand the perceptions ofyoung adults regarding sexual orientation in
the 90's and tiie influence ofcontpctual &ctors. Therefore,we are inviting you to complete the attached
questionnaire.
PartI ofthequestionnaire will give us some bad^ound information aboutyou. Part n will bemeasuring
feftiingg youhave regarding homosexual individuals, and Partm will bemeasuring yourattitudes towards
gayOthers andlesbian motiiers. Itwill take you approximately 20minutes to conqilete thequestionnaire.
Your participation in tiiis project is entirely voluntary; you are&ee towithdraw £rom thestadyat anytime.
The ofthis studywill beused only for research purposes. Allinformation will bekeptconfidential.
Questionnaires are identified only bya code number, noname will ever beassociated with a particular
questionnaire.
Pleaseanswereachquestion caiefiiUy and sincerely, yourresponse to this questionnaire will provide
valuable infbnnation aboutthe perceptions andfeelings ofyoung adults toward gaymenand lesbians as
people andpaiCTts. We appreciate yourefforts, andwewould lilx to thankyouverymudi for your
cooperation inMs stucfy.
Finalresultsof&e stu(fy will be available in theFall of 1996 in 1086 LeBaron. Remember to tear off the
fiontpageanddropit in the boxmaiked for in-class assignments inorderto receive your 10 points for
your partic^ation.
Student
Cicugm. Aucu, j.u.j^.
Co-Major Professors in chaige of research
HumanDevelopmentand Family Studies
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APPENDIX D: CODINGMAP
VARIABLE
COLUMN NAME
1-3 SUBJECTS
GENDER
RACETH
6-7 AGE
CMS
CHELDPAR
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Coding Map For Data
VARMBLE
DESCRIPTION
Gender
Race/Ethnicity
Age
Current Marital Status
Number of
Children Parenting
VARIABLE
LABEL
0=Males
l=Females
0=White, no Hispanic
l=Others
1=17 or younger
2=18-19
3=20-21
4=22-23
5=24-25
6=26-30
7=31-40
8=41-50
9=51-60
10=61 or older
0=Never Married
l=Married
0=No Children
l=ChiIdren
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CodingMapForData (Continued)
VARIABLE
COLUMN NAME
VARIABLE
DESCRIPTION
10 FATHERED Father's Education
11 MOTHERED Mother's Education
12 YCOLLEGE Years in College
13 COMMSIZE Size of the Community
14 RELAFF ReligiousAfQliation
VARIABLE
LABEL
l=Grade School
2=Junior High School
3=Sonie High School
4=High School Graduate
5=S6me College or
Technical School
6=CoUege Graduate
7=Graduate or
Professional Degree
l=Grade School
2=Junior High School
3=Some Hgh School
4=High School Graduate
5=Some College
or Technical School
6=College Graduate
7=?Graduate
or Professional Degree
l=Freshman
2=Sophomore
3=Junior
4=Senior
l=Less than 2,500
2=Between 2,500
and 50,000 persons
3=More than 50,000
l=Protestant
2=Catholic
3=Jewish
4=0ther
5=None
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Coding Map For Data (Continued)
VARIABLE
COLUMN NAME
VARIABLE
DESCRIPTION
15 RELVAL Religious Values
16 RELIMP Religion Importance
17 POLVIEWS Political Views
18 SEXOR Sexual Orientation
19 FRIENDS How many friends are
gay/lesbian/bisexual
VARIABLE
LABEL
l=Fundamentalist
2=Moderate
3=Liberal
4=None
l=Not Important
2=Somewhat
3=Average
4=Very
5=Extremely
l=Conservative
2=Moderate
3=Liberal
l=Gay
2=Lesbian
3=Heterosexual
4=Bisexual
l=None
2=0ne
3=Two
4=Three
5=Four
6=Five
7=More than five
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Coding Map For Data (Continued)
VARIABLE
COLLIMN NAME
VARIABLE
DESCRIPTION
20
21-41
42-61
RELATIVE How many relatives
gay/lesbian/bisexual
HAS
GFLMS
Homosexuality
Attitude Scale
Attitudes Towards
Gay Fathers and
LesbianMothers Scale
VARIABLE
LABEL
l=None
2=0ne
3=Two
4=Three
5=Four
6=Five
7=More than five
Q17to Q37
Q38 to Q47
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